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By its very nature, corpus linguistics is a discipline not just concerned with, but 
ultimately based on, the distributions and frequencies of linguistic forms in and 
across corpora. This undisputed fact notwithstanding, for many years, corpus 
linguistics has been dominated by work that was limited in both computational 
and statistical ways. As for the former, a lot of work is based on a small number 
of ready-made proprietary software packages that provide some major functions 
but can of course not provide the functionality that, for instance, programming 
languages provide. As for the latter, a lot of work is very unstatistical in nature 
by relying on little more than observed frequencies or percentages/conditional 
probabilities of linguistic elements.  
However, over the last 10 years or so, this picture has changed and corpus 
linguistics has evolved considerably to a state where more diverse descriptive 
statistics and association measures as well as multifactorial regression modeling, 
other statistical classification techniques, and multivariate exploratory statistics 
have become quite common. In this talk, I will survey a variety of recent studies 
that showcase this new-developed methodological variety in both synchronic and 
diachronic corpus linguistics; examples will include applications of generalized 
linear (mixed-effects) models, different types of cluster-analytic algorithms, 
principal components analysis and other dimension-reduction tools, and others. 
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